WOODBOWS

1000+ CLIENTS AND COUNTING...
PORTFOLIO

1) AMAZON PRODUCT LISTING, DESIGN, ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT AND CUSTOMER SUPPORT

2) EBAY PRODUCT LISTING, DESIGN, ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT AND CUSTOMER SUPPORT

3) SHOPIFY CUSTOMER SUPPORT AND ORDER PROCESSING
AMAZON PRODUCT LISTING, DESIGN, ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT AND CUSTOMER SUPPORT
LEDΟ CASE Genuine Leather - Classic Case for the iPad Air 2 - Black
by LEDΟ CASE

List Price: $59.00
Price: $39.98 & FREE Shipping Details
You Save: $19.02 (32%)

Only 12 left in stock.
Sold by LEDΟ Case, Inc. and Fulfilled by Amazon. Gift-wrap available.
Want it Thursday, Sept. 10? Order within 16 hrs 41 mins and choose One-Day Shipping at checkout. Details

Color: Black

- Hand-Crafted Premium quality 100% Genuine leather case
- Made with quality materials and superior craftsmanship
- Folded edges for superior protection
- All LEDΟ Case products come with stylish packaging that makes them ideal as presents.
Amazon PC/Laptop Variations Listings
Amazon Enhanced Brand Content (EBC)
Amazon A+ and EBC Content Page

A+ Content integrates detailed product descriptions, rich images, charts and narrative copy to help customers make informed buying decisions.
This application integrates drop shippers directly to amazon and updates the inventory in real time which in turns avoids selling of out of stock items.

Automate Amazon Inventory update
This tool takes an Amazon seller id and returns all the inventory of the seller. It also shows you how hot the seller products are by reviewing his ranks as compared to the total inventory.

Amazon Seller Lookup Tool
Amazon ASIN Data Crawler. This application is designed to provide you with the ASINs related data from Amazon purely through the Amazon API. You will just need to provide the list of ASINs you want the data for and the rest of the job will be done by the application itself. The application fetches data as well as the lowest (buy box) price and you can export it later to Excel anytime.

Amazon ASIN Data Crawler
This module collects orders from eBay and Amazon at one place where you can manage and process further. This module enables you to create picking and packing slips in bulks or individually. You can also change the status of the orders such as New, Shipped, Returned, Pending and so on.

**Multichannel Order Manager Pro (eBay and Amazon)**

CCELL PHONE CASE SELLER, USA
Facial Wash Konjac Sponge with Added Activated Bamboo Charcoal and Added Green Tea Powder (2 sponges)

Price: $18.99
Sale: $11.99 & FREE Shipping
You Save: $7.00 (37%)

In Stock
Ships from and sold by Amaki Skincare
Estimated Delivery Date: Sept. 14 - 17 when you choose Standard at checkout.

Size: 1 Charcoal 1Green Tea

1 charcoal sponge 1 Charcoal 1 Natural 1 Charcoal 1Green Tea
$12.00 $11.99 $11.99

2 Sponge Charcoal
$11.99

PREVENTS BLACKHEADS, PIMPLES AND ACNE BREAKOUTS: The Amaki konjac facial sponge provides gentle, 100% natural cleansing properties for all skin types. The konjac sponge has added bamboo charcoal with activated carbon and essential minerals to deep clean, remove all traces of makeup without chemicals, absorb excess oils and draw toxins out from deep within the skin’s layers.

IMPROVED SKIN TEXTURE AND BRIGHTER COMPLEXION: Our konjac facial sponge gently
Lightning Cable, 9to5Cables Apple MFi Certified 8 pin to USB Cable 3ft / 0.9m iPhone 6 6Plus 5s 5c 5, iPad Air mini mini2, iPad 4th gen, iPod touch 5th gen, and iPod nano 7th gen

by 9to5Cables

List Price $10.96
Price $7.99 & FREE Shipping on orders over $35. Details
You Save: $12.00 (60%)

In Stock
Sold by Tezre and Fulfilled by Amazon. Gift-wrap available.
Want it Thursday, Sept. 10? Order within 3 hrs and choose Two-Day Shipping at checkout

Details
Size: 0.9m / 3FT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.9m / 3FT</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Apple MFi Certified. Complete charge and sync compatibility with iPhone 5 / 6 Plus / 5s / 5c / 5, iPad Air / Air 2, iPad mini / mini 2 / mini 3, iPad (4th generation), iPod nano (7th generation), and iPod touch (5th generation)
- Extra Cable, Extra Durable. Replace your 3ft / 0.9m cable or add another for home, work, or travel
- Perfect Fit. Heat-resistant Lightning connector fits into virtually all case cutouts, big or small
C&E 50 Feet 14AWG CL2 Rated 2-Conductor Loud Speaker Cable (For In-Wall Installation)

Price: ₹ 1,899.00  8 Fulfilled  FREE Delivery. Details
Cash on Delivery eligible.
Inclusive of all taxes

In stock.
Delivery to pincode 400001 - Mumbai: Guaranteed by Monday, January 4 if you order it in the next 21 hours and 23 minutes, and choose Two-Day Delivery at checkout. Details
Sold by Cables & Etc (3.8 out of 5, 44 ratings) and Fulfilled by Amazon.

4 offers from ₹ 1,899.00

Size: 50 Feet
- 50 Feet
- 100 Feet

Style: CL2 In-Wall Rated 2 Conductor
- CL2 In-Wall Rated 2 Conductor
- Pure Copper Wire

Package Type: 14 AWG
- 14 AWG

+ 99.99% Oxygen Free Copper

Triple Tier Amazon Variations Listing
ADJUSTABLE LAPTOP CADDY

Easily movable and only taking a moment to fold away.

PRODUCT DETAILS
Piranha Butterfly gives a stable, perfectly laptop sized worktop.

PIRANHA BUTTERFLY IS AN INGENIOUS PRODUCT

TAKING A MOMENT TO FOLD AWAY

FOLDING LAPTOP STAND

Amazon Enhanced Brand Content (EBC)
EBAY PRODUCT LISTING, DESIGN, ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT AND CUSTOMER SUPPORT
This is a unique eBay store and listings template which gives your store an elegant view and more personalized. They are designed to give the visitor a great experience of store navigation and more user friendly. Apart from this, it includes an advanced slide show to give life to your products and make them more eye-catching. The template is responsive and compatible for all major devices. It is available in 5 colors (Red, Green, Blue, Orange and White) It can be customize on demand.
This is a unique eBay store and listings template which gives your store an elegant view and more personalized. They are designed to give the visitor a great experience of store navigation and more user-friendly. Apart from this, it includes an advanced slideshow to give life to your products and make them more eye-catching. The template is responsive and compatible for all major devices. It is available in 5 colors (Red, Green, Blue, Orange, and White). It can be customized on demand.
eBay Responsive Store Template

Active Business as a Sleeping Partner

Still Growing...
eBay Store Template for Wilds
SHOPIFY CUSTOMER SUPPORT AND ORDER PROCESSING
This project involves handling the ecommerce customer support via email. Updating the customers with their order status and answering the customers' questions on the products. We also helped them to process the orders on time.

Customer Support and order Processing (Shopify)

2019
ECOMMERCE SHOP, USA
This project work involves managing Facebook page, responding to messages and passing on customer issues to customer support, monitoring comments and interacting with fan base. Filtering comments to remove bad and spam comments as comments needs to be removed fast! Working for 7 days a week to make sure customers get the answers within 5 minutes.
THE WICKED SOCIETY

NEVERTHELESS, SHE PERSISTED

A WOMAN’S PLACE IS IN THE Revolution

sisterhood IS POWERFUL
Some of our clients' Testimonials

Lily Zhang, Founder & CEO
Lyndex Tech, Canada

WoodBows employees are dedicative and hard working. My dedicated virtual employee Mr. Mithun never missed a call from me and always finishes his job ahead of our deadline. I have been a WoodBows' client for a long-time and continue to be one. I am so pleased to give this testimonial about WoodBows.

Horatio Franco, Owner
Studio Four, Florida, USA

My virtual assistant put so much of extra work beyond his schedule. I offered to pay extra for their services and they never accepted it once. It's rare to see such people these days. Their service and quality of work are excellent and that's very valuable to us.

Deepak Agarwal, Founder
Dolmiti Solutions, India

I find myself lucky enough to find my dedicated virtual assistant Priyanka Dubey as social marketer, her knowledge in digital marketing space is jaw dropping. Her capabilities of taking your message & bringing it to your audience is excellent, she grew my audience in less than a week time. She know her stuff & I loved working with her..
About Us
We are fired up about welcoming you to our WoodBows’ family.

This is John, I gave my heart to Christ when I was 27 in the USA. I hold an engineering graduate degree from the University of Houston, Texas, USA.

Having come to the USA from India, I saw a huge difference between India and USA. In USA, entrepreneurs and businesses are struggling to get talents to work for them whereas, in India, some of the best talents and engineers have been looking for jobs for several years. I thought of bridging both of them together.

Having built five businesses from the ground up and being an entrepreneur myself, I can absolutely understand how it feels like to manage the time.

All of our workers are engineering graduates with excellent English fluency and reliable professionals.

Our aim is to help you as much as possible to grow your business and save time.

- John

CONTACT
82 Portway, Stratford,
London E15 3QJ
United Kingdom

Tel. +44 (0) 75560 77897
Web www.woodbows.com
Email John@woodbows.com